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Abstract 

The mechanical behaviours of rock mass are influenced by the presence of cracks at the 

microscopic and macroscopic levels. When coupled with corrosion by chemical ions in 

ground water, these cracks can cause instabilities and fragmentation near the excavated 

surface of underground structures, such as shield tunnels, etc. This paper presents the 

development of a parallel-bonded chemical corrosion (PCC) model for modelling corroded 

rocks (limestone).  The model extends the bonded-particle model (BPM) by adding a 

chemically induced damage law to the particle bond. The damage law of the PCC model is 

derived from Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) and triaxial compression tests. The PCC 

model is validated with experimental results and is capable of simulating the micro-damage 

evolution process as well as predicting the macro-mechanical degradation caused by the 

chemical corrosion. It is then applied to investigate chemical effects on crack initiation, 

propagation, coalescence, and the mechanical properties of the limestone containing pre-

existing flaws. Microscale correlations are derived linking the crack propagation process, 

flaw distribution and the effects of chemical corrosion.   

Keywords: Distinct element method (DEM); Chemical effects; Nuclear Magnetic Resonance 

(NMR); Pre-existing flaw; Crack propagation 
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1 Introduction  

Deep subsurface rock mass is often surrounded by water, which contains complex chemical 

ions that may have different pH values. At the macroscopic level, chemical damage causes 

various extents of reduction in mechanical properties [1]. At the microscopic level, rock can 

be viewed as an assemblage of mineral grains, which are often anisotropic in both modulus 

and strength [2]. In sedimentary rocks, such as limestone and sandstone, the grains adhere to 

one another by cementitious materials which can deform, break, or be dissolved by chemical 

solutions [3]. Rock corrosion caused by water accelerates the failure process, leading to 

mechanical degradation and geological disasters such as landslides and earthquakes [4].  

The mechanical behaviour of rock is also influenced by the presence of discontinuities. Such 

discontinuities are found at all scales, from grain boundaries to joints and regional faults [5, 

6]. The existence of discontinuities, such as joints, cracks, etc., in rock mass has two main 

effects: (1) by reducing the intact section inside rock, these discontinuities decrease the 

strength of the rock; (2) under external stress, new discontinuities may initiate from the 

existing cracks, and propagate and connect with other cracks, further decreasing the strength 

of the rock [7, 8]. Coupled with chemical effects, the mechanical behavior, and the crack 

propagation and connection processes may be more complicated. Therefore, it is important to 

investigate the micro damage caused by chemical effects and the process of crack initiation, 

propagation, coalescence as well as the failure mechanisms of rock under coupled chemical-

mechanical impacts during their use for rock engineering applications, such as tunnels, 

foundations and slopes, and hydrocarbon and geothermal energy extraction [9]. 

Over the past few years, considerable laboratory tests have been carried out to investigate the 

macroscopic and microscopic mechanical properties of rock without pre-existing cracks and 

under various chemical environments [10-13, 5, 14-16]. However, it is still very difficult for 

real-time monitoring of laboratory experiments designed to quantitatively analyse the 

chemical corrosion process of rock while subjected to loading. To have a better understanding 

of crack initiation, propagation and coalescence processes during external rock compression, 

indirect techniques, such as acoustic emission (AE) [17-19], computerised tomography (CT) 

scan [20-22], microscopic observation (petrographical thin section, SEM/ESEM) and high-

speed camera are sometimes used [23]. 

In physical lab tests, the detection of crack propagation of rock samples with pre-existing 

flaws, especially for crack initiation, is based on the first distinct cracking sound or the first 
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minute crack opening observed on the specimen surface. However, as shown in other 

experimental studies employing AE [24] and CT [25] techniques, cracking events prior to 

those observed on the surface may occur inside the rock specimens. Even when shear failure 

bands can be distinguished, the AE and CT resolution is often too low to capture the 

development of distinct crack trajectories [26, 27].  

Numerical modelling of rock mechanics and rock engineering processes enables easier and 

detailed investigation and visualization of micro cracks, stress distributions and other 

variables [28-32]. Using extended finite element method (XFEM), Mohtarami et al., [33] 

conducted three-point and four-point bending tests on chemically corroded rock samples to 

investigate the crack propagation law. The results show that the deformability of the sample 

increase with the growth of the chemical ions concentration; fracture toughness of the sample 

decrease with the growth of pH values of the solutions.  Abdelghani et al., [34] used Hydro-

Geosphere, a numerical tool, to analyze unsaturated water flow in an open pit filled with 

mining wastes. This involved water flow and solute transport effects associated with 

recharge, waste material and fractures of the in the surround rock mass.  

Discrete Element Method (DEM) is a rapidly developing area in computational mechanics. 

This modelling approach which represents rock as an assemblage of particles (spheres, 

ellipsoids, blocks) that interact with each other, has been recognised as both a scientific tool 

and an engineering tool to investigate the mechanic properties of rock in both  microscopic 

and macroscopic scales [35]. Bonded particle model (BPM), based on DEM,  constitutes a 

dense packing of non-uniform sized circular or spherical particles [36]. All particles are 

bonded together by bonds that have specific stiffness and strength. These particles can be 

detached when external loads exceed the bond strength [37].  

BPM is widely used for modelling the mechanical behavior of rock. Asadi et al., [38] 

conducted direct shear tests by using BPM to simulate the fracture of synthetic rocks and to 

investigate the effect of micro-properties shear fracture. Different kinds of failure including 

asperity sliding, cut-off, and asperity degradation were explicitly observed and evaluated. 

Zhang et al. [39] used BPM to investigate pore size and distribution effects on the uniaxial 

compressive strength (UCS) of lithophysal rocks. Their results show that UCS decreases 

when pore radii increase but decreases due to the existence of pores with the same condition 

of porosity. Most previous studies focus on mechanical properties such as elastic and plastic 

deformations, and failure mechanisms of intact rocks [40, 41], or the relationship between 
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modelling parameters and mechanical properties of intact rocks [42]. Research on the micro 

damage investigation and the crack propagation of chemically corroded rock using BPM in 

DEM is rare. 

This paper presents a parallel-bonded chemical corrosion (PCC) model, which extends the 

features of the bonded-particle model (BPM) by adding a damage evolution law to the 

parallel bond. Limestone is used as an example rock type. Before mimicking the chemical 

corrosion processes using the PCC model in DEM, laboratory chemical corrosion tests on 

limestone are first conducted to investigate the micro damage evolution using Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (NMR). Internal microstructure images and T2 values (transverse 

relaxation time distribution, which depends on the size of water-saturated pores) for 

chemically corroded limestone are obtained. Based on the experimental data, a micro damage 

cumulative model of the corroded limestone is proposed and then implemented in the BPM 

(with parallel bond) to form the PCC model. The PCC model is applied for DEM simulations 

to investigate chemical effects on crack initiation, propagation, coalescence, and the 

mechanical properties of the limestone containing pre-existing flaws. Microscale correlations 

are derived linking the crack propagation process, flaw distribution and the effects of 

chemical corrosion.   

2 Micro damage evolution in chemical corroded limestone 

2.1 Experimental methods  

Microscopic damage is the root cause of macroscopic mechanical degradation. To quantify 

damage at the microscale and construct the micro damage model of the rock during chemical 

corrosion, a damage variable must be defined. In this paper porosity is selected as the key 

parameter of the damage variable D, calculated as [44]: 

                                              経 噺 蝶貸蝶呑蝶 噺 津貸津轍怠貸津轍                                                   (1) 

Where, D is the damage variable, V is the volume of the sample, VD is the volume of the 

damaged part of the sample,  券待 is the porosity of the sample in air, and 券 is the porosity of 

the sample after being subjected to external damage, such as chemical corrosion or loads. 

In this paper, building upon our previous work [43], the initial porosity and the porosity after 

chemical corrosion are both measured by NMR, which is shown in Fig.1 (a). The NMR 

system measures the signal intensity of hydrogen atoms, which depends on the number and 

size of pores inside a fully-saturated rock. The NMR machine mainly detects the NMR signal 
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of the hydrogen nucleus (1H) from fluids, such as water, within the rock pores and outputs 

transverse relaxation time distribution (T2 spectrum), porosity and Magnetic Resonance 

Imaging (MRI), which can be used to investigate the pore size distribution and micro 

structure damage of the rock. Thus, when rock sample is fully saturated with water, the NMR 

system can analyze the detected the pore volume and the pore size distribution. The test cell 

of the rock testing system, as is shown in Fig.1 (b), is used to conduct mechanical 

compression tests. 

      

(a)                                                        (b) 

Fig.1 NMR system and test cell of rock testing system 

Limestone is chosen as the test sample in this study. The limestone blocks, which are selected 

from a single block without macroscopic cracks, are machined into cylindrical shapes with a 

length of 100 mm and a diameter of 50 mm. From X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses it is 

found that the limestone samples are composed of 95% calcspar, quartz, cements and 5% 

other minerals. According to water sample analysis, which is collected near the rock 

collection site, the pH value of the water sample is 6.5 and the main ions are Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, 

S頚替態貸, Cl- and HCO-. To simplify the experimental study, the complex ionic composition of 

the water is replaced by Na2SO4 solution, which is made by NaCl solution added with H2SO4. 

Three Na2SO4 solutions with pH values 3, 5, 7, as well as distilled water, are used. All the 

initial concentrations of the solutions are 0.01 mol:L-1. The procedure of the tests is as 

follows: 

The samples are saturated using a vacuum saturation device. After saturation for 24h, initial 

porosities of samples are measured using NMR and those with similar values are categorized 

into four groups. Then, these samples are immersed in distilled water and Na2SO4 solutions 
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with three pH values (3, 5 and 7) for three designed periods (20d, 40d and 60d), as listed in 

Table 1. 

Table 1 Group of samples 

No. of specimen pH Time/d No. of specimen pH Time/d 

A-1 3 20 C-1 3 60 

A-2 5 20 C -2 5 60 

A-3 7 20 C -3 7 60 

B-1 3 40 D-1 Distilled Water 20 

B -2 5 40 D-2 Distilled Water 40 

B -3 7 40 D-3 Distilled Water 60 

When the samples reach the designed erosion period, NMR tests are conducted to analyse the 

porosity change. After the NMR tests, the samples are taken out of the NMR machine and put 

in the triaxial pressure cell of the rock test system for triaxial compression tests. The 

confining pressure is gradually increased up to 10 MPa and then fixed. After that, a strain 

control mode is used for the axial loading at a rate of 0.02 mm:min-1 until the sample is 

ruptured.  

 

2.2 Test results 

Porosity changes obtained by NMR are listed in Table 2. The damage evolution rate is 

calculated according to Equation 1, and the relationship between damage evolution and 

corrosion time is shown in Fig.2. 

Table 2 Porosity change of limestone samples after chemical corrosion 

NO of samples      Time/d pH Initial Porosity Corrosion Porosity Porosity Change/% 

A-1 20 3 5.43 6.68 23.2 

A-2 20 5 5.37 5.85 9.2 

A-3 20 7 5.38 5.62 4.4 

B-1 40 3 5.35 7.02 31.2 

B-2 40 5 5.31 6.03 13.6 

B-3 40 7 5.36 5.72 6.8 

C-1 60 3 5.46 7.62 39.6 
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C-2 60 5 5.36 6.71 25.2 

C-3 60 7 5.32 5.85 9.1 

D-1 20 
Distilled 

Water 5.39 5.44 1.1 

D-2 40 
Distilled 

Water 5.34 5.49 2.8 

D-3 60 
Distilled 

Water 5.33 5.54 4.1 

 

 

Fig.2 Damage rate of limestone after different chemical corrosion time 

It can be seen from the Fig.2 and Table 2 that the porosities of the original samples are 

relatively low, having an average value of about 5.4%. However, chemical corrosion caused 

an increased in micro damage of the limestone samples with immersion days. The damage on 

limestone samples immersed in the most acidic solution (pH value of 3) is significantly 

higher with a faster growth rate in comparison with other solutions for the same period of 

time. As expected, samples softened by distilled water have the least damage. 
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Fitted by Fig.2, the relationship between micro damage and chemical corrosion can be 

expressed as follows: 経追 噺 糠怠建態 髪 糠態建 髪 潔                                          (2) 

Where, 経追 is the micro damage caused by chemical corrosion, 糠怠and 糠態 are the parameters 

related with the pH value and the chemical ions of the solution, and c is a constant, which can 

be fitted by test data. It is noted that micro damage is a quadratic function of chemical 

corrosion time. This function will be used as a base formula for the degradation of parallel 

bond in the PCC model described in next section. 

3 PCC Model formulation and implementation 

3.1 Bonded particle model (BPM) with parallel bond 

In the BPM the parallel bond which connects two particles resists both forces and moments 

applied to the particles, as shown in Fig.3. The following five parameters define a parallel 

bond: 膏, radius multiplier defined such that the parallel-bond radius equals this multiplier 

times the minimum radius of the two bonded balls; 倦津 , parallel-bond normal stiffness;  倦鎚, 

parallel bond shear stiffness; 購頂  , parallel bond normal strength; 酵頂  , parallel bond shear 

strength. Details of the parallel bond have been described in [36] and only the forces and 

moments calculations are briefly introduced here. 

 

(a)                                                           (b) 

Fig.3 Parallel bond depicted as a finite sized material [36]  

The total force and moment associated with the parallel bond are denoted by 繋沈  and 警戴 , 

which are shown in Fig 3. And the force vector can be resolved into normal and shear 

components with respect to the contact plane as: 繋沈 噺 繋沈津 髪 繋沈鎚                           (3) 
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Where  繋沈津 and 繋沈鎚denote the normal and shear force component vectors, respectively. The 

force and moment vectors are shown in Figure 3, where the parallel bond is depicted as a 

finite-sized piece of elastic material. 

When the bond is formed 繋沈  and  警戴 are initialized to zero. Each subsequent relative 

displacement and rotation-increment at the contact results in an increment of elastic force and 

moment that is added to the current values. The elastic force-increment and the elastic 

moment-increment occurring over a time step of ッ建 are calculated by [36]: 

崔 ッ繋沈津 噺 倦津畦戟津ッ繋沈鎚 噺 倦鎚畦戟鎚ッ警戴 噺 伐倦津荊ッ肯戴                    (4) 

Where ッ繋沈津, ッ繋沈鎚 and ッ警戴 are axial and shear directed forces and moment, respectively; 戟津, 戟鎚 and ッ肯戴are the axial and shear directed relative displacements and rotation between the 

two bonded particles; A is the area of the bond cross-section, and I is the moment of inertia of 

the bond cross-section about an axis through the contact point and in the direction of ッ肯戴, 

which are  calculated by [36]:               

崕 畦 噺 に迎建荊 噺 態戴 迎戴建         (5) 

The maximum tensile and shear stresses acting on the bond periphery are calculated to be: 

崔購陳銚掴 噺 貸庁韮凋 髪 】暢典】彫 迎酵陳銚掴 噺 庁日濡凋        (6) 

If the maximum tensile stress equals/exceeds the normal strength (購陳銚掴  ุ jc), or if the 

maximum shear stress equals/exceeds the shear strength (kmax ุ kc), then the parallel bond 

breaks. 

3.2 Damage evolution due to chemical effects 
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(a)                                                                                     (b) 

Fig. 4 MRI of micro damage evolution with increased chemical immersion period 

Grains in limestone are glued together by some kind of cement, for instance quartz, calcite, or 

clay minerals. The macro mechanical properties of limestone rely on the strength of the 

cementing material [45]. Factors that contribute to the micro damage development and 

mechanical properties degradation mainly include dissolution and chemical reaction. Water 

acts as a solvent, thus some mineral particles in the rock in contact with water will dissolve 

and become diffused in the aqueous solution to a certain degree. This leads to an increase in 

porosity and softening of rock structure. At the same time, there are chemical reactions, since 

some minerals in rock react easily with chemical ions in the solution; this process can form 

new minerals and change the micro structure of the rock [46], as shown in Fig.4 (a). 

The Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) of the inner section of limestone immersed in pH3 

solution and its micro damage evolution curve are shown in Fig.4 (b) as an example. The 

white points in the images reflect the water inside the rock and the black area is the 

background. The brightness and the number of white points of the image increase when the 

porosity increases. It can be seen that: (1) after chemical corrosion, there is a significant 

increase of white points and brightness, which indicates the calcspar inside the limestone is 

been dissolved so that the porosity and the micro damage of the sample increases; (2) As 

expected, the damage evolution curve is convex, indicating the damage growth rate decreases 

with the immersion time. According to chemical reaction rate theory [46], after a period of 

chemical reaction, the concentration of the chemical ions, such as H+ ions, in the chemical 
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solution decreases, thus the reaction rate between chemical ions and materials in rock 

decreases.  

 

(a)                                                                                     (b) 

Fig.5 BPM and bond damage law for PCC model 

Compared with the corrosion mechanism of rock, BPM in DEM represents rock at the grain 

scale by a dense packing of non-uniform-sized circular or spherical particles that are bonded 

together at their contact points as shown in Fig.5 (a). Damage is represented explicitly as 

broken bonds (which will be referred to as micro cracks) that may form when load is applied 

[47]. Thus, the chemical corrosion process can be implemented by reducing or removing the 

bonding material between the particles at a specified rate that is based on the damage 

evolution law developed from the NMR tests. The micro damage equation of rock corroded 

by chemical solutions is presented in Equation 2. However, it cannot be directly adopted to 

the PCC model, because the particle size of the DEM model is larger than those in real rocks 

[48]. According to the relationship chemical reaction rate theory and the test data in this study 

[46], the relationship curve of chemical damage and corrosion time is convex. To simulate the 

chemical effects in DEM, the relationship curve for bond damage rate and chemical corrosion 

time should also be convex and similar to the micro damage curve obtained by the laboratory 

results in Section 2, which is shown in Fig.5 (b). Thus, the equation of the damage evolution 

equation in the PCC model has a form similar to Equation 2, but the three constants could be 

different and fitted by inverse analysis from laboratory test data. 

3.3 Acquisition of damage law for PCC model  

3.3.1 Calibration of BPM model for limestone in air 

This study is mainly based on the two-dimensional particle flow code (PFC2D), which is 

based on the principles of DEM. In general, DEM simulations show good qualitative 
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agreement with experimental observations [49]. However, the mechanical properties of a 

DEM model are usually specified at the micro-scale, e.g. particle stiffness, parallel bond 

strengths and the friction coefficient between particles [35]. This is different from the real 

rock, which is usually described by their elastic modulus, peak strength, Poisson’s ratio, 

tensile strength, etc.  Thus, the use of this approach for real problems requires a calibration 

process [29]. With NMR tests as well as triaxial compression tests, the properties of particles 

and parallel bonds in BPM can be calibrated. The minimum radius of particles of the DEM 

sample is 1.5e−2 mm, and the maximum-to-minimum radius ratio of the particles is 1.66. The 

parameters used in PFC2D for limestone sample in air are listed in Table 3. The mechanical 

properties obtained from laboratory test and PFC simulations are shown in Table 4, 

confirming that the calibrated DEM model can accurately represent the mechanical behaviour 

of limestone sample in air. 

Table 3 Parameters in PFC2D for limestone sample in air 

Ball density[kg/m3] 2650 Ball stiffness ratio 1 

Ball-ball contact modulus [Pa] 3.5抜1010 Parallel-bond normal strength, 

mean [Pa] 

1.85抜108 

Parallel-bond radius multiplier 1 Parallel-bond shear strength, 

mean [Pa] 

1.85抜108 

Parallel-bond modulus [Pa] 3.5抜1010 Parallel-bond normal strength, 

std. dev. [Pa] 

4.5抜107 

Ball friction coefficient 0.5 Parallel-bond shear strength, std. 

dev. [Pa] 

4.5抜107 

 

Table 4 Main macro mechanical properties of limestone obtained from lab tests and DEM 

simulations 

Mechanical property Experiment tests DEM simulations 

Peak strength (MPa) 230.32 238.47 

Elastic modulus E (GPa) 55.45 56.60 

Poisson’s ratio ち 0.23 0.24 
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3.3.2 Bond damage in PCC model for chemical corroded limestone 

The PCC model idealizes the sedimentary rock as a cemented granular material and then 

reduces the diameter of the cement bond based on the micro damage cumulative model. It is 

followed by these assumptions: 

(1) The chemical reaction only affects the cement; it does not affect the grains. Therefore, 

each parallel bond is a potential reaction site. 

(2) The reaction occurs at the bond surface and removes the bond material at a uniform rate 

which can be called the corrosion rate. The corrosion rate depends on the pH value and the 

ions of the chemical solution.  

The reduction in parallel-bond diameter during the chemical corrosion process is specified by 

the bond damage ratio 経椎, which is shown in Fig.5 (b) and is expressed as: 経椎 噺 眺貸眺迩眺 噺 碇貸碇迩碇                      (7) 

 
Where 迎頂 is the parallel bond diameter after chemical corrosion, R is the intact parallel bond 

diameter, 膏頂 is the bond radius multiplier after chemical corrosion, 膏 is the intact bond radius 

multiplier. Thus, 迎頂 can be expressed as: 迎頂 噺 岫な 伐 経椎岻迎                         (8) 

Inverse analysis is carried out to obtain the damage evolution law for the bond degradation 

rate 経椎 in the PCC model for chemical corroded limestone. The three steps are executed in 

PFC2D to simulate the chemical corrosion process of corroded limestone. 

(1) Reduce the diameters of all parallel bonds according to Eq. (7) and Eq. (8). 

(2) Execute biaxial compression tests (confining pressure 10MPa) with the damaged bonds in 

PFC2D until the sample is completely fractured. 

(3) Compare the mechanical properties obtained from PFC2D simulations and the laboratory 

tests, until DEM model can well represent the mechanical behaviours of chemical corroded 

limestone samples, particularly the peak strength. If not, return to step 1. 

The peak strength of the lab tested samples and the PCC simulated samples are shown in Fig. 

6. After biaxial test, the fracture patterns of the corroded sample and crack zones of the 
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sample simulated by PCC model are compared (Table 5). The PCC model is in good 

agreement with laboratory tests (Table 5 and Fig.6). 

 

Fig.6 Peak strength of the limestone samples in laboratory tests and from PCC simulations 
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Table 5 Comparison of fracture patterns from lab tests and DEM simulations 
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Fig.7 Change of bond degradation rate with chemical corrosion time 

The relationship of bond degradation rate and corrosion time is shown in Fig.7. The bond 

degradation curve of the PCC model is similar to the micro damage curve from NMR tests. 

The bond damage of the sample corroded by pH3 solution is always more severe and grows 

faster than other sample, and the bond degradation rate of water softened sample is the 

lowest. Thus, the corrosion kinetic of PCC model can be expressed as: 経椎 噺 紅怠建態 髪 紅態建 髪 潔                                          岫ひ岻 

Where, 経椎  is the bond damage caused by chemical corrosion; 紅怠  and 紅態  are material 

parameters that vary with the chemical environment; and c is the constant. With the damage 

kinetics  経椎  , the bond damage evolution law provides the rate at which a parallel bond 

degrades. The bond becomes weaker as the chemical corrosion proceeds so that the effective 

bond stiffness decreases, which allows for a macroscopic load redistribution to occur 

throughout the material.  

The constant values are determined by fitting the DEM simulation data in Fig.7, and are 

shown in Table 6.  
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Table 6 Parameters of bond degradation formula 

Chemical solution 紅怠 紅態 c 

pH3 Na2SO4 -1.25抜10-4 0.015 0.015 

pH5 Na2SO4 -1.12抜10-4 0.11 0.009 

pH7 Na2SO4 -3.12抜10-5 0.004 5抜10-4 

Distilled water -2.5抜10-5 0.003 1.2抜10-4 

 

After the diameter of a parallel bond is reduced due to chemical corrosion, both the effective 

stiffness and the bond force will also be reduced. This is due to the reduction in the bond 

cross-sectional properties A and I. The bond cross-sectional properties after chemical 

corrosion can be expressed as: 

崕畦頂 噺 畦経椎荊頂 噺 荊経椎戴                          (10) 

Where 畦頂 and 荊頂 are the bond cross-sectional properties after chemical corrosion. By using 

Eq. (10), the new parameter can be inserted. Based on NMR and mechanical tests of the 

chemically corroded limestone samples, the chemically induced damage law is obtained, 

which is shown in Fig 4. The corrosion kinetics of the PCC model is derived according to the 

damage process of the chemically corroded limestone samples, expressed by Equation (9) 

with parameters presented in Table 6. By using the PCC model, the mechanical properties of 

the limestone corroded by chemical solution for random periods can be predicted.  

 

4 Application of the PCC model: investigating crack propagation and coalescence  

In this section, the PCC model will be applied to investigate crack propagation, coalescence 

and the mechanical properties of the chemically corroded rock with pre-existing cracks. 

Effects of the pre-existing crack distribution on the mechanical properties of the rock, as well 

as the crack propagation along the rock bridge between the flaws is also analyzed. 

4.1 Model setup for BPM 

The modelled limestone samples are cylindrical shaped with a length of 100 mm and a 

diameter of 50 mm. All the parameters of the numerical sample are shown in Table 3. All the 

samples are corroded by chemical solution or soften by distilled water for 60 days, which is 

as same as the test condition mentioned in Section 2, so that the chemical damage caused by 
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chemical ions are same as that in previous test study. Two flaws of 4 mm each in length are 

created in per sample, as shown in Fig.8.  

 

 

Fig.8 Layout of limestone specimens with two or three flaws 

The pH value of the chemical solution are 3, 5 and 7, to investigate of the chemical solution 

on strength and the crack propagation process in limestone samples. The sample immersed in 

distilled water is used as a control. The sample groups are listed in Table 7.  

Table 7 Group of samples 

No. of sample Chemical solution Flaw distribution No. of sample Chemical solution Flaw distribution 

A-1 In air 糠=45ソ, 紅=45ソ C-3 pH5 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =105ソ 

A-2 In air 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =75ソ D-1 pH7 糠=45ソ, 紅=45ソ 

A-3 In air 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =105ソ D-2 pH7 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =75ソ 

B-1 pH3 糠=45ソ, 紅=45ソ D-3 pH7 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =105ソ 

B-2 pH3 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =75ソ E-1 Distilled water 糠=45ソ, 紅=45ソ 

B-3 pH3 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =105ソ E-2 Distilled water 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =75ソ 

C-1 pH5 糠=45ソ, 紅=45ソ E-3 Distilled water 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =105ソ 

C-2 pH5 糠 =45ソ, 紅 =75ソ    

 

After the calibration process with the intact rock sample without pre-existing flaws, two open 

straight flaw is created by deleting particles in the model center and along the desired flaw 

direction. A typical numerical sample is shown in Fig.9. 
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Fig.9 Rock sample in BPM containing two pre-existing flaws 

Due to the heterogeneity and randomness introduced in PFC with regard to the micro-

strength values, and the arbitrarily generated particle radius, no two runs produce the same 

results [50]. This feature allows a more realistic numerical simulation of the nature of rock 

material. In the BPM used in this study, a crack is formed when a parallel bond between 

adjacent parent particles is broken [36]. In order to have a comprehensive result of the crack 

propagation in the limestone sample, each flaw inclination with the same set of parameters is 

repeatedly run five times and  a comparison of the results used to generalize the pattern of 

cracking. 

4.2 First cracks of the sample in BPM 

The first cracks initiated from pre-existing flaws, in which the tensile crack is red and the 

shear crack is black are shown in Fig.10. The results in Fig.10 are chosen from the sample in 

air and that corroded by pH3, due to the similarity of results from other groups. 
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Fig.10 BPM modelling results of the first cracks from pre-existing flaws oriented at different 

flaw inclination angles. 

The following are observed from the test samples: 1) irrespective of the chemically eroded 

state of the rock, the first set of micro cracks are tensile, which are typically initiated from the 

pre-existing flaws and propagate in the direction of the vertical stress; 2) tensile wing cracks 

are the first to be initiated at the bridge region between the two pre-existing flaws. At lower 

angles of bridge (紅) inclination such as 45o and 75o, wing cracks are likely to connect to 

bigger macro cracks with increasing loading, whereas, at higher angles of bridge inclination, 

such as 105o, wing cracks are isolated and do not connect with other forms of cracks.  

In BPM, the peak stress and the first crack initiation stress, regarded as the stress 

corresponding to the initiation of the first observable crack in the numerical sample are 

obtained, as shown in Table 8 and Fig.11, respectively. The first crack initiation stress ratio 

(n1) is calculated as follows: 

券怠 噺 購沈購椎 (11) 

 

Where 購沈 is the first crack initiation stress of the sample, which is the average values of the 

results obtained from five calculation runs; and 購椎 is the peak stress of the sample, which is 

also the average values of the results obtained from five simulations. 
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Fig.11First crack initiation ratio vs incline angle of the rock bridge 

Table 8 Peak strength of the limestone sample in DEM 

Incline angle く (o) ph3 (MPa) ph5 (MPa) ph7 (MPa) water (MPa) air (MPa) 

45 93 118 138 144 165 

75 92 121 143 149 170 

105 96 123 145 152 175 

 

It can be observed from Fig.11 and Table 8 that the chemical effects has a significant 

influence on the peak strength of the limestone samples even when they have different flaw 

arrangements. Due to the chemical effects, the peak strength of the sample decreased. 

Samples corroded by the pH3 solution experienced the biggest strength degradation 

compared with that corroded by other pH values solution. Samples softened by only distilled 

water have the smallest strength degradation. The first crack initiation ratio of the sample 

corroded by the pH3 solution is higher than that in other groups; the water solution gives the 

lowest ratio. This is due to the chemical reaction between the mineral components in 

limestone sample with the ions in the chemical solution, which weakens the rock strength so 

that cracks are easier developed. These results are in good agreement with those obtained 

from the lab tests on limestone samples without flaws [43].  

The flaw pattern also influences the first crack initiation stress. Samples with lower bridge 

inclination angles, such as b=45, have higher first crack initiation stress but lower peak 
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strength, compared with samples with higher bridge inclination angles. This means that lower 

rock bridge inclination angles enables easier development and coalescence of micro cracks, 

such that rock masses of this nature fail more easily under external loads.  

4.3 Crack propagation process of the sample in BPM 

During the loading process, crack development and propagation process occurs in three 

stages [51, 52]: crack initiation, secondary crack generation stage and failure. Typical three 

stages of samples under chemical effects (pH3) and their corresponding stress-strain curve 

are shown in Fig.12. The pattern of crack propagation and connections is similar for all cases.  

      

(a)                                                                         (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig.12 Crack development process of the BPM sample.  

(Tensile cracks are red, and shear cracks in black.) 
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Under external loads, new cracks generate from the tips of pre-existing flaws and then 

propagate to the boundary of the sample. When the angle of inclination of the rock bridge is 

lower, such as 紅 =45o or 紅 =75o, the first wing cracks in the rock bridge between the two pre-

existing flaws are connected to macro cracks in early compression stage; on the other hand, 

when the angle of rock bridge, 紅, is 105o, micro cracks connect to macro cracks near the peak 

strength point. 

5 Conclusions 

Based on the micro damage law of the chemical corroded rock obtained by NMR and triaxial 

tests, a parallel-bonded chemical corrosion (PCC) model has been developed and applied in 

modelling rock fragmentations due to chemical corrosions. NMR is used to derive a micro 

damage accumulative model. Based on this micro damage accumulative model, the PCC 

model is developed and incorporated in a DEM simulation of corroded limestone. The 

formulation extends the functionality of the original bonded-particle model (BPM) by adding 

a chemically induced damage law to the bond.  

An examination of chemical effects on crack initiation, propagation, coalescence and the 

mechanical properties of the limestone sample containing pre-existing flaws show that when 

the inclined angle of the rock bridge (紅) is relatively low ,e.g., 45o and 75o, the wing cracks in 

the rock bridge region connects with bigger macro cracks as loading increases. Contrarily, 

when the inclined angle of the rock bridge (紅) is 105o, the development of wing cracks is 

isolated with no linkages to macro cracks. Chemical corrosion of rock decreases its peak 

strength and first crack initiation stress, which exacerbates crack generation.  

Future work is planned to investigate the time-dependent chemical corrosion processes that 

occur in other types of rocks, such as granite or mudstone, and the deformation properties and 

stability of the rock under different stress conditions, such as creep or triaxial loads. To 

achieve this, further modifications of the micro damage cumulative model are required. 
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